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The Mirror
FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
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www. fairfieldmirror. com

Thursday, October 26,2000

By Frank Washkuch
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
A 42-year old resident of the
University Park development proved
early Friday morning that students can
have problems with town residents too
whenhetyrannicaUyraidedaimiversity
townhouse and left over $500 of damage in his wake.
Greg Stan, a resident of
Mailands Road, was allegedly taking
pictures of the residents of townhouse
82 and their friends on their back porch
shortly after 4am.
Stanthenapproachedthegroup
and began takingclose-up pictures of the
students. According to eyewitnesses,
Stan then became violent, kicking in the
back door of the townhouse, entering the

See p. 4 for more
coverage of the
townhouses

PhotttPaulPennelli
Townhouse 82*s stereo destroyed by University Park neighbor.

FBRA. takes steps towards rerrtoTjing students from Fairfield Beach
an off-campus neighborhood that the
FBRA claims is"almostidentical to LanternPoinf.
Doug Whiting,
Only a month after the passing of a associate vice
noise ordinance they largely supported, president for pubthe Fairfield Beach Road Association lic relations, how(FBRA) is on the attack again.
ever, differs with
A letter was sent last week by the that opinion. "It
FBRA to the Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley, should be underS.J., university president, as well as stood that the
members of the administration and lo- Loyola model is
cal news media, callingfor stricter sanc- being applied to a
tions on student beach residents by the very different situuniversity
ation," he said.
Some say this is one more step by
Whiting says
members of the FBRA towards what that the situation at
many believe is their ultimate goal-to Loyola is different
eliminate students living at Fairfield from Fairfield's in a
Beach
myriad of ways.
'This letter clearly illustrates the at- The Loyola sanctitude that the officers of the FBRAhave: tions the FBRA are
one, that they do not like students; and referring to apply to
two, that they want us out of'their' students living in
neighborhood," Kevin Hayes, Fairfield Gallagher Park, an
University Student Association presi- area adjacent to the
dent, said.
school. Fairfield
The letter, obtained by The Mirror, student beach resicited measures taken by the administra: dents live approxition of Loyola College in Baltimore, mately two and half
Md., to deal with students who live in miles from campus.
ByBrianHuben
NEWS EDITOR

r

This Week

KlllOWtVIl I'tVYU'W

See page 8

Also, Gallagher Park is only occupied
by 152 Loyola students, a much smaller
amount than Fairfield students at Fair-

field Beach, and is located in a completely residential area
See "FBRA" on p.4
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Budget
discussions begin

Lottery numbers for registration for Spring 2001 classes were posted in front of
the Registrar's office yesterday, Wednesday, October 25, 2000. Course booklets
are available as of today. The following is the schedule for registration:

PRESS RELEASE
As we have done for the past several
years, the University Budget Committee is holding two open budget forums
as part of the preparation for the fiscal
year 2002.
The University Budget Committee,
with representation from the faculty, student body and administration, is
responsible for proposing the fiscal year
2002 total University operating budget
to the president.
The committee initiated these forums
to provide an opportunity for every
member of the University community to
have input into the budget process.
We encourage students, faculty and
staff to offer comments relating to budget priorities or funding needs either by
addressing the Budget Committee directly on October 31 or November 2
from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. in the faculty dining room of the Barone Campus Center, or by writing to the University Budget Committee, William J. Lucas, Chair,
McAuliffe Hall 305.
The purpose of these sessions is information gathering, and in order to provide for an opportunity to accommodate
as many participants as possible, we ask
that all comments be limited to no more
than ten minutes. Please join us.

Major and Minor registration for small Arts & Sciencesdepartments (in Registrar's office):
Class of 2001
Class of 2002
Class of 2003
Class of 2004
Minors for above group

. Monday, October 30
Tuesday, October 31
Wednesday, November 1
Thursday, November 2
Friday, November 3

8
8
8
8
8

30
30
30
30
30

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

- 4:00 p.m.
- 4:00 p.m.
- 4:00 p.m.
-4:00 p.m.
- 4:00 p.m.

Major and Minor registration for Business, Nursing, Engineering and large Arts & Sciences
(in Registrar's office and at the Dolan School of Business):
30
30
30
30
30

Monday, November 6
Tuesday, November 7
Wednesday, November 8
Thursday, November 9
Friday, November 10

Class of 2001
Class of 2002
Class of 2003
Class of 2004
Minors for above group

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

4:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.

p.m.p.m.p.m.a.m.-

11:00 p.m.
11:00 p.m.
11:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Core and Elective registration (on the Web):
Class
Class
Class
Class

Monday, November 13
Tuesday, November 14
Wednesday, November 15
Thursday, November 16

of 2001
of 2002
of 2003
of 2004*

3:00
3:00
3:00
8:00

* In the Registrar's office by lottery number
You need a Campus Pipeline Account to register on the Web.

Coming up in November:

Or stop by our Tuesday night
Wov. 3rd Trip to IMAX theater in
meetings at 6:30 in Xavier Hall!
Norwalk
Nov. 6th & 7th Presidential
Election Specials
November 9th 20 Years of
Nightline Special Presented by
VV
CAIHIILLDrMVEKSITVSTtDLM TELEVISION -^^
the Museum of Television and
Radio
November 10,h Conan O'Brien

& QDft jp na
By Kevin Lardner
October 15
12:57 a.m. - Security stopped a suspicious vehicle in the Village. A sign
from the University Bookstore was discovered inside the auto. The
occupants reportedly explained that it was one of the items on their
scavenger hunt list.
October 17
6:00 a.m. - Suspicious activity was reported in the Townhouses. A student
believed that someone was attempting to enter the residence during
the morning hours. A lock change was requested.
October 18
4:38 a.m. - University Security attempted to confront two males loitering
near the tree line separating University Place Homes and the 1 block
in the'Townhouses. However, the unidentified males eluded Se
curity. A CD player and power amp were reportedly taken from an
unlocked car nearby.
October 20
4:29 a.m. - A University "neighbor" entered the Townhouses and confronted
students about a noise complaint. The unidentified adult male
reportedly entered the Townhouse and damaged both a stereo and
VCR. He was subsequently arrested for burglary, trespassing, and
willful destruction of property by the Fairfield Police Department.
No calls were placed to the Fairfield Police or Campus Security
regarding the initial noise complaint.
October 21
1:16 a.m. - Three males were observed smoking marijuana in the Quad. The
case has been referred to Judicial.

Correction
Kristen Delaney was accidently given credit for a picture of the Pat McGee Band when infact it was taken
by Andrew Greenlaw

After school tutoring/parents' helper for academic
years, 15-20 hours per week for twin nine year old
fourth grade boys. Homework help, scheduling
activities, sports; interest in education and reliability are major assets. Driving essential. Non-smoking. $10 - $12/hour. Call Barbara at work: 203256-8700 or email resume to Barbara at
info@tgparch.com or fax to 203-255-0004.
BABYSITTER - Reliable, concientious, prompt
babysitter needed 1 or 2 afternoons/week (approximately 2-6 pm). Some weekend hours preferred,
but not required. Must provide own transportation. $10/hour. Verifiable references imperative.
203-454-0121
PHOTOGRAPHER- The Mirror needs a bunch of
pictures for every issue. Call Paul at x3425.
Want to earn extra Cash ? - Fairfield/Westport
based company is looking for students to work parttime doing office oriented work. Fun, young, flexible work environment. Make your own hours.
Possibility to earn course credits.
Call Steve at 203-222-2222 or
email so@insitesearch.com
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Library extension to open in December
By Kelly DiMario
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
With the opening of the
DiMenna-Nyselius Library drawing
nearer, students may finally have a reason to look forward to finals.
The extension to the existing
building will be completed in early December and will be provide students with
more comfortable study space, including lounges and a cafe.
The construction on the
DiMenna-Nyselius Library will not only
alter the physical appearance of the
building but it will transform it from a
conventional library to a high-tech' information center.
"The traditional notion of a library as a
place where books are stored is no longer
the case," says David W. Frassinelli,
Gilbane project manager for the sight.
"The new library has been designed to
reflect the new trends in interactive
teaching and technology."
The new technologically advanced library has two computer labsone that will be open for 24 hours featuring more computers than before, and
an electronic classroom designed specifically for library instruction that will also
serve as an interactive classroom. A multimedia viewing room is also in the
works. This 90 seat auditorium boasts
motorized projection screens, audio-visual capabilities for slide projection, and
video power point.
The most important aspect of
the new technology will be the hundreds
of network connections that will allow
laptops to connect to the campus network
almost everywhere in the library. "You
will be able to plug in from anywhere in
the library," says Frassinelli. "We're
putting all the carols back but the difference is you can plug in from any one of
them."

Photo: Matthew Payne
The exterior of the extension is already finished and the inside will be completed soon.

Several other important new
implementations are ten group study
rooms, 24 hour study spaces, a cafe, a
wide variety of group, individual, and
lounge seating options, easier access to
the printed journal collections, a services-oriented floor plan, and new furnishings.
Students will be able to plug in
their laptops in any of the ten group study
rooms that will be available to students
upon reserve. "The group study rooms
reflect the growing trend towards team
projects and team building," says
Frassinelli.
The first floor houses the cafe,
which will serve Sodexho food during
the day as well as a 24-hour vending
machines, a 24-hour computer lab, an information commons, the circulation
desk, study areas, and the administration
offices. The ground floor accommodates
the audiovisual microforms room, six
group study rooms, and the multimedia
auditorium. The top floor is the main
study area where all the book stacks can
be found along with a beautiful sur-

rounding view of campus.
Improvement of the physical
appearance and structuring of the library
is also as much of a concern as the technology. Glass walls enclose the new
computer lab, hardwood floors mark the
entrance and fresh carpeting will lay
under all new furniture. One of the most
remarkable aesthetic additions is the
grand staircase that connects all three
floors in the front of the building. It will
be finished in wood paneling. "There is
a higher level of finish, lots of fancy mill
work, and higher ceilings," says
Frassinelli. "My favorite part is the ornamental stair that goes to the upper
floor. It's something right out of Gone
with the Wind."
The new windows will be insulated and they will also be able to be
opened. Lighting is also being enhanced.
"The old library was uncomfortable,"
says Frassinelli. "The new building will
be a more welcoming place to come and
study. The heating and cooling system
is much more comfortable. This building will be state of the art."

Construction will increase the
size of the building from 16,000 square
feet to 58,000 square feet. The increase
in size alone allows for more study room
and spaciousness.
"This building has served us
well for over 30 years and has accommodated the many technological
changes required to meet the
University's needs," says Joan Overfield,
Associate University Librarian. "But
we've reached the limits on shelf space,
facilities to accommodate new media,
and space for additional services. I feel
the most important new addition is the
expanded space."
• Although the main concern in
remodeling is technology, the library will
continue to replace old editions of books.
Total construction costs equal
$16 million. The cost of building the
original Nyselius library in 1967 was
$1.3 million. "Compared to other universities this is coming in at cost effective," says Frassinelli. "The University
of Connecticut spent $18.5 million to
build their new library."
The new addition to the library
is scheduled to open sometime in December at which time the original part
of the library will be closed down and
completely renovated. Full completion
of the library is scheduled for May.
"We're on schedule," says
Frassinelli. "It's very time consuming.
We're rushing to get all this done and
the woodworking guys from Canada are
going to come to do the wood paneling
and they're going to be very slow. The
students have been very patient. It's been
very confusing for them. They're late for
class and they can't get through if a path
is blocked off."
"We've taken a building that
was designed for an all-male student
body, when there were no computers,
and we've created an information center," he said.

Effects of new ordinance questioned
By Laura Walsh
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
With this new noise ordinance supposedly going into effect January 1, one
has to question whether life as we once
knew it will now change. Many Representative Town Meeting members seem
to feel that the ordinance will make for
a more peaceful lifestyle.
In essence, the ordinance states that
if a student is fined for disorderly conduct, disturbance of peace or any other
offense, he or she will be charged for the
cost of police overtime even if the officer isn't necessarily working overtime
at that particular moment. The first offense entails a warning ticket of ordinance in addition to a regular police
ticket. If the same person makes a second offense, then a police bill is given
to the student. If a second offense is
made by someone in the same house,
then the bill is handed over to the landlord, which makes him or her responsible for the conduct of the students.
According to Tim Healy, RTM District 4 and Fairfield University student,
the ordinance was originally supposed
to target landlords who rent to Fairfield
students. However, it seems that the students will be receiving most penalties.

"The proximity of it is that this ordinance was originally supposed to hurt
the landlords, but it was a glancing
blow," said Healy. "The jab that was
meant for the landlords missed and hit
the students right on. This is yet another
tactic employed by the residents to
achieve their goals of stopping students
from living at the beach."
It also appears that Healy has some
strong supporters on and off campus.
Carl Kerry, a former member of the RTM
and a landlord in Southport, said the following: "as a resident and a landlord, I
feel it is an outrageous ordinance. In
legal terms, it is unconstitutional. I think
that if anyone has the time or money, this
could be pursued in court."
Those Police Commission members
who may have shared some of the same
beliefs as Kerry were unable to unanimously disapprove of the ordinance. The
commission deadlocked, voting 2-2 on
whether to endorse the noise ordinance.
However, this was a failing motion, and
thus, was not passed by the commission.
Ed Gleason, a member of the Police
Commission, feels that the landlords,
especially, will be left untouched by the
new ordinance, while the students may
feel some of the repercussions.
When one does a true analysis of what
is really covered in the ordinance, one
will see that it will have zero impact on

the landlords and a minimal impact on minimal role. We aren't going to purthe students because students living at sue the bottom line of what is ultimately
the beach are rarely fined twice,! said trying to be achieved here. We will just
Gleason.
forward the information to the Town
Nonetheless, the students will reap Hall," said Chief Sanbrook.
the consequences because, as Healy was
If nothing else, the Chief of Police
quick to mention, if the landlords are and his officers can look forward to
given a police bill, they will simply take larger piles of paper work to clutter their
it out of students' security deposits. desks. As Chief Sanbrook noted that "it
"Landlords aren't worried because they is additional record keeping. It will be
know that this ordinance will ultimately
See "ORDINANCE" on p. 4
be hurting the
students," said
Healy. Next year,
The following are details of the noise
landlords may
ordinance that will officially go into
very well include
the consequences
effect January 1, 2001:
of the ordinance
in students' con# All students will start with a clean slate. All prior offenses
tracts as a warnwill not be taken into account.
ing.
And as far as
*k First Offense: student will receive a warninn ticket of ordithe police is conc e r n e d ,
Fairfield's Chief
'k Second Offense (within a 6 month time period):
of
Police
1. If it is made by the same student, he or she will receive
Sanbrook makes
a police bill.
it clear that his
2. If it is made by another student who is living within the
staff will only
same house, the police bill is
have to enforce
handed over to the landlord.
what has already
been mandated.
it The bill will be used to pay for police overtime, even if
"Well, the police
officer who issued the ticket wasnft workinu overtime.
is going to have a
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Troubles at the townhouses
By Ali Moonan
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Lock your doors, townhouse
residents. Better yet, bolt them and put
furniture in front of the doors as added
security.
The recent break ins at the
townhouses have caused many residents
to worry about their safety and security
in their own homes.
Over Columbus Day weekend,
Townhouse 146 was vacant, except for
two residents. They left for the night on
Saturday night only to find their back
door and a bedroom door broken down
and things missing from their bedrooms.
Surprisingly, nothing else was tampered
with in the house, and everything remained in the state that it was in before
the break in.
"It's like they knew exactly
what they were looking for," said John
Scialla '01 about valuables stolen from
him. Small things such as jewelry, CD's
and movies, were taken from the house.
No appliances were taken.
Additionally, on October 17,
Townhouse 152 experienced an attempted break in. One resident was getting ready in the morning and heard
sounds coming from the front door.
~ir T

*

•

When she went to investigate, she saw the
doorknob turning. She
slammed and locked
the door and immediately went to wake up
her housemates. Tricia
Lahiff '02, a resident of
the townhouse, stated
that they "had made
sure the doors were
locked" the previous
night before going to
bed. Beth Calderone
'02, added, "What's really scary is that intruders are coming in when
residents are here."
These recent
occurrences have made
townhouse residents unPhoto: Brian Huben
easy. Detrick Watson
The townhouses have been the site of many recent break-ins, by both burglars and angry neighbors
'01 stated that the recent
break in to his house was frightening. he stated. He also added that "forced ready taking these precautions, and
"We're guys, and it's scary for us," he break ins are pretty uncommon around sometimes even more. "We've been taksaid. He also added, "even a locked door here," saying that burglaries usually oc- ing extra precautions such as locking our
is not safe," in reference to their back cur when houses or rooms are left un- doors at night and keeping pepper spray
door being broken down.
locked for long amounts of time. He next to our beds," said Jen Franzese '02,
Frank Ficko, assistant director encourages students to "take simple pre- in case of another forced entry.
So, Fairfield students, take
of Security, said that although there have cautions," such as locking your doors
been recent break ins at the townhouses, when you leave your house or dorm those precautions and lock your doors.
It "prevents you from being a victim of
this is extremely uncommon. "The room.
.townhouses have pretty much behaved,"
Townhouse residents are al- a crime," says Ficko, and allows you to
ee sa
vour no
feel
safee in
in your
hoaie
f-v
-f
• "1
"I
*
ffe away
sway from
from home.
home

University Park resident busts into townhouse
Continued from p. 1
university residence and began destroying the students' entertainment system
on their living room floor.
"The guy came tearing in, and
he was swearing and screaming at us,"
said junior Andrew White, a close friend
of the residents. "He picked up the CD
player and threw it to the floor quite violently."
"Then he walked out of the
house like everything was OK," added
resident Dave Abbate.
As Stan exited the townhouse,
an unspecified number of students began to aggressively trail the perpetrator,

whom they finally surrounded near the
townhouse entrance to the university.
Stan, still apparently convinced that he
had done nothing wrong, began to
scream for help that he was being victimized.
"We surrounded him and he
started to yell to call the cops and that
he needed help," said Abbate. "He
looked maniacal."
Once again, Stan escaped from
the students, exited campus and began
to flee north on North Benson Road in
the direction of University Park. The students, at this time being aided by university security, eventually caught the

FBRA on attack
Continued from p. 1
This is an important point to
many Fairfield leaders. "The Lantern
Point area will never be residential when
there's a bar, hotel, deli, restaurant, liquor store, and town banquet and beach
facilities all within 200 feet of each
other," Tim Healy '01 and RTM Member said. "Fairfield and Loyola are not
the same. They're in different locations,
with different situations," he added
The FBRA recommended the
university adopt a policy similar to
Loyola's in which they impose economic
sanctions on students living off campus
who are, "engaging in behaviors detrimental to positive community relations."
They then point to what they say is "most
important." They say that if those sanctions do not work, the university should
prohibit students from living at the beach
in the future.
"We've been here longer than
them, and they have the nerve to ask us
to leave, after they've video-taped us and
taken pictures of us," Hayes said.
He continued, "If someone was
to investigate when most of these individuals [members of the FBRA] moved

here, I'd guarantee you it was within the
last 10-15 years. Students have been living and supporting this neighborhood for
the last 50 years. Unless they had a bad
real estate agent, they would have known
that a disproportional amount of 18-24
year-olds live here," Hayes said. "It's
like moving next to an airport and then
complaining about the airplanes."
Others are surprised with the
FBRA's letter considering they have not
waited to see if the noise ordinance will
change the situation at the beach. "Even
though the noise ordinance has not yet
gone into effect, I have noticed a major
decrease in the amount of people coming down to the beach," Molly Nelson
'01 said. "Some people are scared to
have parties now."
'The FBRA letter ignores the
fact that the university does have a judicial system, and is already handling several cases dealing with instances at the
beach," Whiting said. "We believe our
system works."
Xavier Cole, assistant to the
dean at Loyola College, did not wish to
make any comments to The Mirror at this
time.

alleged about 100 yards from the campus exit. Stan immediately surrendered
to security and immediately turned over
to the Fairfield Police Department.
Stan, who was charged and released later Friday, may have caused
much more than much more than $500
worth of damage. As tensions have at
Fairfield Beach amidst allegations of
year-round residents videotaping weekend activities, must on-campus students
now also fear an invasion of their property or for their own well-being?
Stan's actions may have further tarnished the relationship students
have with their neighbors and, at the

same time, this lone individual's desperate attempt of vengeance has some students fearing for their own safety in their
own backyards.
"He was barechested, with a
crazed look in his eye," said White. "And
he was screaming that he hadn't slept
more than three hours in three months."
According to the Fairfield Police Department and the Connecticut
Post, Stan has been charged with second-degree burglary and second-degree
criminal mischief and must appear in
Bridgeport Superior Court on Oct. 31.

Ordinance to begin in January
Continued from p. 3
something that we didn't have to compile before, but have to compile now."
All in all, students, landlords and police officers alike are not pleased to have
to be dealing with what they view as a
nuisance. Amanda Martignetti '03

summed up the feelings of most by saying "I think when one steps back and
looks at the ordinance and what the Chief
of Police has said and what the townspeople want, it is clear that the ordinance
isnft really going to do all that much and
people need to calm down."

Photo: Brian Huben
The Sea Grape is one of the place that keeps Lantern Point from being considered residential.
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The Mirror is
changing its phone extensions, effective
Friday, Oct. 27.

f ALUMNI
Top 10 things to do this Weekend:
10. Clean your room.

Be sure to call the
campus operator to
reach us after this
date.
We will post our new
extensions in next
week's issue and on
our
site.

9. Wash your laundry.
8. Balance your checkbook.
7. Watch re-runs of Three's Company.
6. Write your resume.
5. Color-code your sock drawer.
4. Plan your schedule for next semester.
3. Cane a pumpkin.
2. Sleep.

i* Go to Homecoming events!
■Stags vs. the Hoyas,-'1 p.m. kickoff
■Post-game reception at The Levee
■Colin Quinn Live in Alumni Hall, 8p.m.

***SENIORS***
A WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY
AWATTSYOU!
Bring your resume to the Career
Planning Center for the publication of
the Class of 2001 Resume Book.
Deadline extended!! AH resumes due
week of October 22nd
Questions? Please call X4081

Thursday, October 26, 2000
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We Will

Challenge You
Beyond Your Expectations
FORTUNE MAGAZINE RANKED
"100 BEST COMPANIES TO WORK FOR IN AMERICA."

Positions Available Nationwide
Chubb is a global leader comprising some of the world's foremost
insurance companies. We are currently seeking college students to join
our extraordinary service driven and dynamic environment learning
from our staff comprised of the "best and the brightest" in the industry. You can expect professional growth through challenging job
responsibilities, cross-functional team assignments, combined with
excellent training and career development opportunities. We are currently seeking motivated trainees for the following positions:

UNDERWRITING
OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
LOSS CONTROL
PERSONAL LINES APPRAISAL
We offer a competitive salary and superior benefits package. Please
send, fax or e-mail your resume to:

1311 Mamaroneck Avenue
White Plains, NY 10605
FAX (914) 989-6501
E-mail mrohsler@chubb.com
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer.

wwwAhubb.com/careers

Mirror/7
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CAMPUS LIFE
Homecoming
kicks off!

Homecoming
Schedule

A 4A iA iA H i**) \**\ V"*.

Colin Quinn
Liue at Fairfield
This Saturday night...

Saturday October 28
10:00 am
*Tailgating
*Kids Stuff: A clown and
Playscape on *Campion Field
*Alumni Hospitality TentAlumni Field Lot
*New Alumni House Tours
11:00 am
*Burgers, Dogs, and more
cookout- The Levee
1:00 pm
Fairfield Stags vs. Georgetown
Hoyas Kickoff- Alumni Field

Alumni Hall 8:00p.m.

The Student fUumni Association is
trying to bring
back the 'red sea;' me want to
bring back school
spirt," (lick Segretario '99,
assistant director of Hlumni
Relations

Following the football
game, stop by the Levee
for a reception with the
coaches!

Club of the week:

The College
Republicans

Catch the Republican feuer!

By Susan Keane
STAFF WRITER
In the midst of a highly competitive
presidential election, one university
club is making its presence known on
campus.
The Fairfield University College
Republicans is a campus-based group
calling attention to political events and
issues.
The Fairfield chapter is one branch
of a nationwide club, actually stemming from the Republican National
Party. In Connecticut there are five
other chapters located at Yale, University of Connecticut, University of New
Haven, Sacred Heart University and
Southern Connecticut State University.
These other chapters, along with
Fairfield's own chapter, consist of the
Connecticut Union branch of the
organization.
These six chapters meet monthly to
coordinate events on a state level,
backing the Republican events across
the state. Together they plan trips to
debates, rallies and other political
events.
While involved in the state level,
the Fairfield University chapter finds
itself committed more to raising
political awareness oq campus. Co
Chairman John Paul Marini feels that

Colin Quinn, currently anchor of
Saturday Night Live's 'Weekend Update,' is in his sixth season on the show.
He began as a featured player in 1995
and officially joined SNLcast in 1998.
Prior to anchoring 'Weekend Update,' Quinn was a regular commentator on Update and his recurring characters included Lenny the Lion, Joe
Blow, ex-con Gene and gossiping Rolf.
Prior to SNL, Quinn was best
known for his three-year stint on
MTV's 'Remote Control.' He has performed around the country as a standup comedian since 1985.
After much success, he ventured
into other aspects of the business, inluding writing screenplays, plays, and
teleplays. Don't miss it, tickets available at the door!

The elephant represents the Republican party,

it is the responsibility

of the club to represent the Party while
inviting opposing viewpoints.
"We realize the large amount of

politlcaTapathy shared by most
students. While we do support the
Republican Party and the Republican
platform, we find the task of fostering
a politically active environment to be

our most important task," said Marini.
For this reason, the Fairfield branch
encourages students of all political
views and opinions to attend meetings.
Meetings are held in a friendly
atmosphere in the fashion of a forum
in which students may express their
views.
The openness is meant to attract
students to the club, which might now
even consider themselves politically
active, in addition to those Republicans on campus.
Not only do the College Republicans seek to raise political awareness,
but they also try to involve students in
campus life. Thus far, the club hosted
Vice Presidential Candidate for the
Reform Party, Ezola Foster.
Many people of different political
viewpoints came to hear her speak and
were invited to question her policies
afterward. Other events of the same
nature are in the works, especially with
the elections rapidly approaching.
"We are also co sponsoring 80's
Night at Club Black Box on November
10," said Marini.
College Republicans welcome all
members of the Fairfield community to
attend meetings, held every Wednesday in Canisius 101 at 7pm.
"Our goal is to offer students a
great experience at Fairfield University
while raising political awareness of all
kinds," said Marini.
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Think
you're
too
old
for
Halloween?
One student reflects upon Halloween; past, present and future
By Stephanie Sierzputowski
ASSISTANT CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR

As a 10 year old, I was as proud as
punch when Halloween time rolled
around. My mother, who always made
my costumes, had perfected this year's
to a T, one of her best efforts ever.
I was dressing up as Marge Simpson,
from that tall blue mountain of hair to
the green, plain dress that she always
wears.
Running from house to house and
ringing doorbell after doorbell for such
lengths of time that our legs ached, my
friends and I went trick-or-treating all
throughout the neighborhood. Along
the way we passed costumes of every
kind, from ghosts and witches, to
Mickey and Minnie Mouse.

The highlight, however, was how
much candy we could possibly pack into
our pillowcases without them bursting
at the seams. Those miniature Snickers, Milky Ways, Three Musketeers and
Butterfingers were definitely my favor-

ites.
The act of trick-or-treating, nevertheless, was just half the fun of the day.
Every Halloween in my early years
was a competition between my
younger brother and I. We would
dump out our pillowcases, and the
trading would begin.
He was always more likely to want
the Sour Patch Kids or Gummi Worms,
and I preferred the chocolate stuff, so
it was always a very fair and even
trade.
It's funny how a holiday like Halloween that used to be so important to
you as a kid, could suddenly just
change into something entirely different.
At the age of 15, my friends and I
barely even bothered with the candy
aspect of it anymore. We were much

more interested in who had the shaving
cream and silly string, whose can could
shoot the farthest, and running away from
anyone that was throwing eggs (they
hurt, by the way).
I would put on my oldest pair of jeans
and my most worn sweatshirt, because I
didn't care if they got ruined. Then, we
would proceed to attack each other and
any other group of people who were
looking for a good shaving cream fight.
At the end of the night, when I came
home, my mother would make me come
in through the garage so I wouldn't get
gross pieces of egg or droplets of shaving cream on anything in the house. I
would put my clothes in a plastic bag so
they wouldn't touch or corrupt any of the
other laundry.
As I approach my twentieth birthday,
Halloween doesn't mean any of the

things it used to mean. In my dorm
room are a couple of pumpkins and
"Happy Halloween" decorations. Of
course we have plenty of candy, but we
didn't go trick-or-treating for it or earn
it in any way, so it almost doesn't count.
There will obviously be parties, even
though the holiday falls on a Tuesday
this year. The only difference between
the party on Halloween and the parties
on all of the other days is that people
will dress up. This can either be fun, if
you have a cool costume, or annoying,
if you didn't put the effort in and are
trying to throw together a last minute,
haphazard outfit.
My conclusion is this. Halloween is
a very special time of year; it can still
be something very exceptional whether
you are five or 25. I'm sure in another
five years Halloween will again be

something completely different to me.
Now how many holidays can you say
that about?

The Fairfield witch project
By Devan Boniface
and Erin Gleason
STAFF WRITERS
"Sticks and stones may break my
bones, but words will never hurt me."
Unfortunately for some this was certainly not the case in New England during the 1600s. Especially for the two
women accused of witchcraft right here
in our very own town of Fairfield, one
of which was hanged as punishmet.
Throughout the 1600s many women as
well as men in the United States and
Europe were accused for associating
with the devil and put to death because
of it. If you think the residents of Fairfield are tough now, be thankful you
didn't reside here then.
The first witch trial that occurred
here in Fairfield was in 1653 involving
a woman by the name of Mary Knapp.
Goody Knapp was the wife of a poor
farmer and mother of two children. She

was said to be a "simple minded
woman." However, a fellow resident
of the town, Mary Staples, recalled
Knapp as being involved with witchcraft. A committee made up of fellow
puritan town members searched Knapp
for "witch -marks," examining her
body for oddly shaped moles and
"witched teats," which are extra
nipples. The committee found Knapp
guilty of possessing these traits and
Knapp was sentenced to death.
Contrary to popular belief, witches
were not burned at the stake here in
New England. Instead, witches were
usually hung. And so on the day of
Knapp's hanging, a large crowd turned
out to watch the death of the "evil"
woman. Since Knapp had yet to confess her guilt or point her finger to anyone else, there was no leniency on her
sentence. Prior to her death, as she
stood before her fellow townspeople,
Knapp was said to be innocent for such
charges by Staples, the same woman
whose statement had originally convicted Knapp. Unfortunately, Staples'
proclamation was too little too late, and
Knapp was hanged. Once Knapp's
body was removed from the scaffold,
Staples proceeded to proclaim the innocence of Knapp and stripped her
body naked in front of the town in
search of witch marks. None were
seen, but Knapp had already taken her
dying breath.
It was in 1692 that Fairfield would
see its next witch scandal with Mercy
Disbrowe. Disbrowe was searched for
witch marks by a committee of six

housewives. After finding a peice of skin
about an inch long that resembled a "flattened finger of a glove," Mercy was
placed in jail where
she awaited for the
start what was to be a
drawn-out trial.
In an attempt to
prove her innocence,
Mercy requested that
she be given a "witch
dunking." This consisted of being tied at
the hands and feet and
dunked into the local
pond. If the accused
were to float, and not
to sink, then it was evidence as to being involved in "Satan's
work." Unfortunately
for Mercy, she did not
pass this test as two witnesses proclaimed
that she "swam like a cork even though
they labored to press her into the water."
And so Mercy's trial began, with over
200 witnesses giving testimonies supporting her witch-like behavior.
It wasn't until October of 1692, seven
months after the start ofthe Mercy
Disbrowe hysteria, that a verdict of
"guilty" was finally reached and the court
ruled the death penalty. Luckily for
Mercy, a group of suspicious officials
investigated the trial, perhaps learning
from the hysteiria in nearby Salem, and
gave their advice as to why to pardon
Mercy's sentence.
They agreed that Mercy's jury was an
unfair one, and that the evidence brought

upon her was insufficient. As Dr.
Bulkeley said in his pamphlet written
at the time, "Miseries of Connecticut,"
the pardon by the officials was the "wisest act they have done since the revolution" seing as the pardon was detrimental in ending the witch hysteria in Conn.
Maybe Fairfield students should be
a little grateful that times have changed.
Just think, if having a weird shaped
mole could have had you hanged in the
17th Century, what would have partying at the beach resulted in?

All information was obtained from doc
uments on file at the Fairield Historical
Society.
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Halloween
Photo
Contest
Winner!

The mirror's pick for craziest picture
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Cheers

Boos

mending friendships-buttox-...to the
nine nintendo marathon...to bug-atuck...to the dude's art...to Pek and
Christina...to Dawson's Creek...to getting to the "D" world...to Suds and
Chris...to DMB @MSG in DEC...to
Sean for finally making it up from
Duke!!...to Terry's cough drops...to
West Coast venues...to boxed wine and
dance parties...to having finished a
class already...to Cosmo's sex cards...
to Bruschetta...to having the Naut on
a Thursday night...to Jen being hit on
by Paul Bunyan...to the Harlaxton Reunion Road Trip...to Betty Boop...to
"call box"...to Mr. Belvedere...to the
Thrifty Nickel"...to Sarah's
Bubble...to seatbelt claustrophobia...to
OH MY GOD! We're in West
Virginia!"...to "don't ever...."to The
Slice...to the Town and Country...to
"the Chuda"...to the cigarette out the
window while her other hand calmly
holds the wheel...to preventing
cancer...to the Purple Aces...to boxed
wine...to "follow thru Sue"...to vegetable "dip"...to the smoking
bishop...to "I lost my shirt...to chicken
rondellettas...to sam adams lager

to the car breaking down...to fire
sticks, flying chickens and turtles...to
the elite...to the mean bartenderdrink thief...to finally getting the guy
and not kowing what to do about
it...to Turkey (Meat) Sticks...to West
Coast will-call...to the antenna breaking on my car...to having nothing to
paint on your Beirut board...to "too
much Chuda"...to no sleep...to not
seeing Clay...to him living so far
away...to "eyebrows"...to scary old
men with Southern accents...to it taking 13 hours to get home...to our poor
wheelchair...to offending our parents... to not being able to do my layout right...to being alone for 5
nights...to phase 1,2,3...to being
bombed on Saturday night...to soggy
cigarette butts on the floor...to not
knowing what to do about it
anymore...to empty packages
everywhere...to the dirty naut...to the
religion...to the leaking tub full of
beer...to Indiana having absolutely no
clue...to pretty in pink...to people
making you want to puke...to
NYC...to be on Sunday...to canceled
senior photos...to being in debt-

Village Bagels Deli & Grill
3170 Poirf itld Avtnoe In Historic Block ftock, trtytpftt, (T 06608 T«|i (203) 335-1226

We're Back!
•MONDAY SPECIALAil the Beef Tacosyw con eat $7,95

NotJustMopls
We prkJe ourselves or, serving a vAie range mew to plecse aE cur customers.

Serving Breakfast & Lunch
•20 Varieties of Fresh Bcgel's & 13 Varieties of Oeam Cheese
•Fresh Muffins
•Gourmet Flavored Coffees, Herbal Tea's
& Fresh Fruit Smoothies
•Homemade Soups prepared dairy
•Hoi Homemade Specialty Sandwiches •Daily Specials

O QJ

s:
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All the Beef Burritos you con eot $7.95

LL l_

1/2 Price Frozen Margaritas... all DAY!

jo,?.
<J z

■0 <

40Sandwiches to choosa from on your cfioto ol BOQ»I, Grinders, Portuguese
Rclls, Wraps. White. Wheat or Rye Bread.

•Cold Cut Platters. 5ar(dwich Platters, 3-12 ft. Grinders.
Fresh Fruit Plotters & Hot Specias
653 Post Rood, Fairfield, CT 06430
(torn from Marshall's Stopping Contor)
Ptwne (203) 295-M7I • tax (109) W-MO
Mew-Sot 6,00am-5pm
$gn fcOOom - 4-OOpm
I0[; Discount vAnidnrit ID

•TUESDAY SPECIAL-

O D
^ O

• WEDNESDAY SPECIALAll the Shchos SupericryoM can ect $7.95
Corona Itetr $2.00 every Wednesday

-THufesbAV^EaALAll the Buffalo Wingsyw can trt $8.95
includes one (1) FAe? DRAFT BBBft

FROZEN MARGARITAS!
1/2 Price Frozen Margaritas
EVERYDAY ll:00am-6:00pm!
Mi*r t* ti tf tiitt •irk «H tt Hr ibtMk fc<Mr*#cfI
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Editorial
^C^hat beach are ^ou
reporting on?
Things are getting ugly. Relations at Fairfiejd Beach took
another unexpected turn last week, when the FBRA drafted a
letter to Fr. Kelley outlining a list of demands thai it wishes to
impose upon the .university and its students who rent houses on
Fairfield Beach.
• The contents of the letter border on the bizarre, as it is tilled
With inaccuracies and untruths. Local media outlets have not
caught these misleading facts, and Connecticut Post has ahead)
written editorials supporting the FBRAs desire to enact policies similar to those of Loyola College in the Gallagher Park
neighborhood in Baltimore. MD.
Without dwelling upon the FBRA's power-hungry behavior
in this town, it is crucial to realize that the FBRA. in effect, is
comparing apples to oranges.
No one on The Mirror has been to Gallagher Park. However, we've asked around, and this is what you'll see if you go
there: townhouses. That's about it.
We've all been to the beach and some of our staff even lives
there. If you head down there right now you can get a drink at
the Grape, book a room for your parents, pick up a sandwich at
the deli and grab a six-pack at the liquor store. We're not town
planners, but the beach sounds like a commercial district to us.
That is the most important distinction to make concerning
the FBRA's stance: the beach is a commercial district that happens to have houses in it, not the other way around. Residents
must have realized this a couple of years ago when they decided
to move into such a busy area. The largest public recreational
center in town, Penfield Pavillion, is also nearby, so residents
should be used to having "their" neighborhood crowded with
strangers. These facts make the FBRA's application of Loyola's
model moot, and any research would have guided most to this
conclusion.
Excuse us for our tone, but our cynicism was born recently.
How did we develop this feeling? Simply put, we are sick and
tired of being the only news outlet in the county that presents
anything close to the truth in this situation. The media controls
Fairfield Beach; the power has been taken away from the university and its students, and there is nothing we can do. It appears that efforts like community service, good deeds, quiet Saturday nights and on-campus programming are not being returned
in the form of fair media coverage. For these reasons, we feel
our cynicism is deserved.
The FBRA, Connecticut Post, Channel 12 and our other colleagues in the area should take the time to get their facts straight
For the first time since this story unfolded. Perhaps then they
would be able to form more realistic and accurate opinions, rather
than dragging the university and its students through the mud.
The opinions expressed in this piece are those of
The Minor's editorial hoard. What do you think?
Submit your responses at our Web site: *
www.fairfieldminor.com

Editorial &
Campaign central
students weigh in
Cute and funny isn't what we need
To the Editor:
"Oh, he's so cute!" "He's funny." "What a
likable fella that George doubleya is." "I could
watch him on TV for four years."
What is wrong with you people? That's what
I would want to know if I were Al Gore.
He just can't seem to please the voters. Instead, according to Sunday's CNN/USA Today/
Gallup tracking poll, 50 percent of American
voters support the frat boy lamebrain, George
Bush, while only 41 percent are behind the experienced, overqualified for the job, vice president of eight years.
Amazingly enough, Bush's increase in the
polls followed the third debate, where Gore absolutely pummeled him on the issues, to the point
where he couldn't even respond and had to hide
iehind the moderator.
From what the polls indicate, the next presient will be elected on likability rather than their
bility to lead our country and grasp the issues.

44
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'Gore was a jerk last debate, and I felt bad for
George because he's so
nice.' Hello? This country
does not need to like the
president. His job is to lead.
55

The problem with this campaign is that the
Mention span of the typical, 30-second sound
yte American, needs to be "entertained" by the
ampaign.
Rather than focus on debates of policy, voters focus on a debate of personality.

Bush keeps criticizing the Clinton-Gore administration for broken promises over the last eight
years. A "bipartisan" like himself should realize
it's hard to make progress when a Republican congress is continually bickering with you.
So, Bush is going to change around the corrupt government, huh? Well he's sure going to
have a hard time without fully supporting campaign finance reform, the first bill Gore pledged
he would sign if he were elected.
Apparently, the environment isn't important
anymore either. Fifty percent of voters support
the governor of the state with the most polluted
air in the nation. Cheney voted against the Clean
Water Act and air pollutions sanctions.- Both want
to drill for what Gore says is only six months worth
of oil in the Artie National Wildlife Refuge.
Gore would rather make the air cleaner, decrease reliance on foreign oil, and make the
economy stronger by focusing on new technologies that are more efficient and utilize alternative
energies and renewable resources.
Gore would also ratify the Kyoto Protocol, an
international agreement that he helped negotiate,
which would decrease greenhouse gas emissions
by five percent compared to 1990 levels.
Bush isn't sure global warming exists. He
obviously hasn't been outside lately. I don't blame
him. I wouldn't go outside if I lived in Texas either. Hey George, maybe you should pick up Al's
critically acclaimed book "Earth in the Balance."
It's sickening to see that in a day where so much
information is available on the Internet, and so
many obvious, important political issues are at
stake, that voters are affixed to the horse race and
drama of the media.
My advice to Gore: Until the election, relent-
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"Gore was a jerk last debate, and I felt bad
for George because he's so nice." Hello? This
country does not need to like the president. His
job is to lead. He needs to make sound policies
and be concerned about the future, not entertain
people. A president should understand the issues, not joke about them. He should have experience in Washington, not claim to be an outsider. But George - wasn't daddy a president?
Regardless, we don't want "big government"
telling us what to do, do we George? We just
want you telling women whether they can have
an abortion or not.

lessly bash the cuddly, competent as a stuffed
animal's head over a rock. He is very weak prey.
Attack his record and his competence as you drill
the issues into blind voters' heads.
And voters, before you step into that booth,
ask yourself if you would like to live in a country like the state of Texas.
Sincerely,
Donovan Wiedmann '01
For more election opinions, See "Nader"
pg. 12 and "Bush" pg. 13
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All submissions
due to Box AA
by Sunday.
Gore: giving women a choice
To the Editor:
The outcome of the 2000 Presidential Election could very likely affect a
woman's right to a legalized abortion.
Abortion has been legal in the United
States of America since the monumental Supreme Court decision of Roe v.
Wade in 1973. While no current justices
have announced their intentions to retire, five are over the age of 64. The

next president could possibly appoint a
majority of the court.
Therefore, it is essential for American citizens to vote for the president that
will ensure women the right to choose.
The 2000 elections are the most important elections for choice in two decades
because the SupremeCourt hangs in the
balance. Today the court is clearly divided. Right now, three justices support
the right to choose, three justices consistently oppose the right to choose, and
three justices are somewhat in the
middle. The two major candidates running for the presidency have opposing
views on the abortion issue.
Democratic Vice President Al Gore
has "vowed to only appoint judges who
would protect the right of women to
choose to have an* abortion, a right Gore
has called 'sacred.'" Gore's opponent,
Governor George W. Bush, has given
assurances that he will appoint conservative pro-life Supreme Court Justices.
A quarter-century after the Roe vs.
Wade decision made abortion legal in
the United States, the public debate between choice and condemnation is still
one of the leading issues of the day. For
much of the public time and circumstance appear to be the important factors determining the right to an abortion.

HE Sal<j

Many Americans also make distinctions
between what they would allow others
to do, and what they would actually
choose themselves. ABC News reports
that though over half of Americans say
they personally consider abortion wrong,
most say a woman should have a choice.
Al Gore is pro-choice for a number
of reasons. He believes "the right to
abortion is central to an individual's free-

dom of choice, as well as freedom from
government intrusion into personal matters, and that abortion decisions should
be made by only the pregnant woman."
Does the federal government have the
right to decide what's right? The number one environmental issue of the day
is overpopulation. In looking for solutions to the global population problem,
it seems logical to start by terminating
unwanted pregnancies. Today abortion
is a safe medical procedure when done
in the first trimester. But when abortion
is illegal, many more women are injured
from unsafe and unsanitary abortions.
There are many people of faith who
believe that abortion is immoral. These
pro-life supporters have a right to their
beliefs. However, others have a right not
to have religion imposed upon their life.
A woman's right to choose is under attack, and should not be taken for granted.
Not only will the president be chosen
in this election, but also the course of the
high court for the years to come and the
future of abortion in the United Sates will
be decided. Democrat Al Gore is the
candidate that will ensure women their
right to choose.
Sincerely,
Lauren Henault 04

SHE Sail

witt return next week
Send your opinions to
MIRROR@Fairl.Fairfield.edu or
0 l_lrizzo@campus.fairfield.edu

Alumni in,
dirt piles out
To the Editor:
By 1936, the life of Jews in Nazi Germany had taken many turns for the worse.
Four concentration camps were already
three years old and filling with the physically disabled and soon to be joined by
the racially "impure". Basic rights - the
right to own land, earn degrees of law,
marry interracially - were being stripped
away one by one.
By 1936, these violations were mere
rumors outside of the German border, and
Hitler made sure they stayed hidden.
When the 1936 Olympics took place in
Berlin and representatives from around
the globe flooded Germany, the antiSemitism ceased for three weeks, disillusioning the foreign visitors to a united
and just society. The smoke screen lasted
for three weeks.
At Fairfield University, the smoke
screen will last only one weekend. And
of course, that would be Alumni weekend. Yes, that's right. All the distinguished F.U. graduates of the financial,
medical and legal professions will gather
around the newly built Alumni center
and reminisce about the glory days of
the golf course-like plot of land we call
campus and the late nights at the point.
But those of us who have been here
for the last two months know a different
Fairfield, don't we? The golf course
resembles that which was used at the end
of "Caddyshack" and beach life...well,
we all know about it and it's not the central issue for this letter.
The issue at hand is the motivation of
our university. We as Jesuits are motivated by money. It is obvious to me and
to all of you, as we've all had this conversation before. In the last few days, a
considerable amount of clean-up and
decoration has been underway and it's
my guess that it will be completed by
Friday, just in time for those with the
bank accounts to feel good about their
alma mater.

The library, although still skeletal
on the inside, looks rather tidy from the
road with the fresh hay laid on top of
the mud, the piles of rocks removed, and
the mounds of dirt groomed symmetrically to be as aesthetically pleasing as
dirt is going to get.
I have to ask, what are those stone
pillars at the North Benson and Barlow
entrances? What could the urgency possibly be for these things? I've seen the
workers out there for the last week.
They've been bustin' humps to get them
erected. Could this be a Mussolini imitation, painting the houses along the
railroad routes for the Fuhrer to look
upon and think, "My, they're doing
alright here. Just look at all that eye
candy."
What does it cost to park on campus? Holy*#%A! That much? It's justified though because there is always
ample parking.
Now, on a related matter, the Fairfield Beach residents are at it again.
Like Mr. Van Amburgh hinted, they've
got more plans for their young neighbors. They want to embrace the Jesuit
tradition by providing the university
with another way to collect.
The proposal will sit on our
president's desk and a decision will be
made. Thank God I'll be gone by the
time it's adopted. Will the "Jesuit mission statement" card be played with
large benefits to reap? Let's look at the
recent past. A cautionary letter was just
sent out to all of us, our parents and
Fairfield residents to dispel the hype that
media has reported in Connecticut, New
Jersey, New York and now as far as
Utah, where a friend called the other day
to say he heard radio reports about us.
I wonder if any alumni got that letter?
Sincerely,
Terrance Chang '01

Kids say the darndest things
My dear readers, I ask you: At what age does inane babble stop being charming and start being a nuisance? In his piece "Thomas Edison and Our Chaos,"
which appeared in the last issue, Matt Bradley shows all the peevishness of a kindergartner as he compares the multi-million dollar renovation of our campus to a
war zone ("without the weapons," of course).
How spoiled must one be for the sight of dirt piles and the sound of jackhammers to bring to mind the images of wretchedness we have seen from Chechnya
and, more recently, the West Bank and Gaza! The overcrowding ifi the dorms has
nothing to do with the renovation, and as for the lack of "real bathroom facilities,"
I can't seem to recall the last time I was obligated to relieve myself in a ditch.
With every major construction project comes a certain amount of ineptitude,
and my sources tell me that dirt and frayed nerves are part of the human condition.
It is as foolish to criticize construction as being unsightly as it is to expect to be
tucked into bed every night by Father Kelly, even if your parents do pay his salary.
Talk is cheap, but waking up in the morning and finding something to be thankful for requires a certain investment of spirit. Are we all bankrupt?
As for The Mirror's pathetic attempts at being a "threat" to the administration,
thanks, but no thanks. I've got my own back.
Sincerely,
Fernando Al ves '01
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What are you going to be for Halloween?
By Amy Womack & Amy Torchen

We're being cowgirls. We got
boots, cowboy hats, plastic
guns. We're gonna show y'all
how it's done.

I'm being Shaggy from
Scooby Doo.
Mike Certo '03

Sheila McDonough '04
Daniela Gallinelli '04

We want to be Charlie's
Angels because we'll be
able to kick some butt!

We're gonna wear mullets,
handle-bar mustaches and
black cut-off jean shorts.

Kelly Suchowiecki '03
Pam Servidio '03

I'm being myself this year
because that's pretty scary.

Mike Carroll '01
DanWalsh'01

Frank, the bookstore guy

Do you have a question you'd like to see answered by your classmates?
If so, send your question to: 01_lrizzo@campus.fairfield.edu

A vote for Nader: Is a vote for Nader.
By Ethan Fry
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
Right now, Al Gore supporters across
the nation are seeking out supporters of
the Green Party presidential nominee,
Ralph Nader, and eagerly telling them
that "A vote for Nader is a vote for
Bush."
They don't base this statement on

66
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Don't vote out of fear.
* Don't vote for the 'lesser
oftwo evils.' Vote your
conscience. The right to
vote is the most sacred
right an American possesses.
■ 99

much. Perhaps they feel that because
the candidate they support has almost
lied (He was behind campaign finance
reform?) and exaggerated (he invented
the Internet?) his way right out of the
running in the upcoming election, they
feel they need to attack the candidacy of
Ralph Nader, a man far more qualified
for the job than either major party candidate.
Any one of the misguided souls who

believes that "A vote for Nader is a vote
for Bush" is sadly mistaken. They are
willing to believe the campaign propaganda of one of the biggest exaggerators and distortion artists in the history
of electoral politics; in doing so, they
merely display their ignorance of
Nader's qualifications, the political system and the issues of this election.
But why vote for Nader anyway?
First, Nader is more qualified to handle
the job of president than either Gore or
Bush. Nader has been in the public eye
for almost forty
years fighting for
the
average
American and
helping to put in
place several
consumer advocacy organizations and safeguards that are
taken for granted
today, like seat
belts, air bags
and the Freedom
of Information
Act.
Gore was elected senator on his
daddy's coattails before playing second
fiddle to Bill Clinton for eight years.
Bush, on the other, or rather the same
hand, had his daddy make him head of

an oil company before trading away
Sammy Sosa while president of the Texas
Rangers baseball team.
Also, the dynamics of the method by
which we elect a president largely invalidate the argument that a vote for Nader
is a vote for Bush.
Unless you live in a so-called "battleground" state, such as Pennsylvania or
Ohio, your state is either largely insignificant in the election (e.g. Montana) or
already sewn up by one candidate (e.g.
Texas). If this is the case, and it is for
almost ninety percent of Americans,
your vote for Nader
will not, repeat,
will not, result in
George W. Bush
winning the election and the United
States going down
the toilet.
But what if you
do happen to live in
a battleground
state? A vote for
Nader really is a
vote for Bush then, rightTWrong. A vote
for Nader is a vote for Nader. Except on
a few issues the Republican and Democratic parties have become so identical
that it is very difficult to even differentiate between the two anymore.

Take healthcare, for instance. Recently, the United States was ranked a
despicable 37th in the world in
healthcare according to a report from the
World Health Organization. Ralph
Nader's solution, which works in a
countless number of other western countries which have significantly smaller financial resources than the United States
does, would be to have universal
healthcare for all citizens.
George W. Bush and Al Gore are opposed to this idea. They call it "extremist," and would rather stick to the system in place now, in which a vast number of senior citizens and children are
left with no healthcare whatsoever, run
by the insurance companies and HMOs.
Is it a coincidence that these insurance
companies and HMOs contribute millions upon millions of dollars to the campaigns of each candidate?
This November, when you pull the
curtain closed in the voting booth, don't
vote out of fear. Don't vote for the
"lesser of two evils," because you will
get the evil of two lessors. Vote your
conscience. The right to vote is the most
sacred right an American possesses. Let
your voice be heard.
Vote for Ralph Nader; vote for freedom.
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Bush, Bush he's our man
To the Editor:
Laughs, sighs, snickers and rolling
eyes... all this, from grown men selling
their platforms to America for our votes.
Welcome to the wonderful world of
American politics. Debate after debate
America is forced to see these men beg
for our vote. How can voters take these
men seriously when they play tattle tale
on each other and whine more than they
articulate?
For better or for worse, the nation's
voters will respond to this political sales
campaign. Will America's selection of
its leader be based on which of the candidates will do the least damage? If I
must pick which candidate would do the
least damage, then I would have to cast
my vote for Governor George W. Bush.
If Bush is able to get Republicans and
Democrats in the U.S. Congress to work
together, we may finally see some muchneeded legislation in health, education
and social security.
Bush believes in giving back the excess taxes that the government should
not have collected in the first place. Why
shouldn't the people who paid such excess taxes receive at least some of that
money back rather than leaving it to the
federal government to squander? Under the plan, everyone who pays taxes
would benefit.
Al Gore, on the other hand, believes
it is important for the United States to
be generous to everyone with taxpayer
money, but not to those who pay taxes
at the highest income tax rates. Unlike
Bush's plan, the money returned would
not be spread among all the taxpayers.
Gore's idea of being fair is promising to do whatever it takes to be elected.
His vision is similar to the "Great Society" promised the voters in the mid1960's by President Lyndon B. Johnson.
It, too, was fiscally irresponsible and
failed. Why shouldn't the President of

the United States have the entire nation's
best interests at heart? An elected President takes an oath to represent us all, not
just those who voted for him. Gore is
only looking to take care of his voting
constituency. Why should the government be the one who decides whether to
return our earnings? Shouldn't we decide?
His opponents have claimed that Bush
is only for the rich and white upper
middle class families. On the contrary,
his program of vouchers is directed at
poor and middle class children who may
be attending a failing public school system. One might also claim that Bush is
for the wealthy who can afford to buy
their own drugs. However, he is, in fact,
looking to make prescription drugs available for all seniors, especially those who
cannot afford them.
Bush's approach to less government
in health care, education, and, generally,
many other parts of our lives appeals to
me. This encourages and cultivates
growth of ideas and expands our
economy, and will be good for all our
citizens, regardless of political party affiliation.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Barrett '04

LorVs

likes and gripes

Thumbs Up...

JUT
...Thumbs Down
lock Down.

Townhouse break-ins

batters Up.

Subway Series
Subway Sandwiches
Halloween

Down (the wrong way.)

dress Up, "spirits" Up.

guys in Speedos

hangin, Down.

Alumni Weekend

donations Up:

return of Spice Girls

Down, (enough said.)

General Hospital

Sonny side Up.

Hot & Speedy Pizza

Down, it's neither.

American Pyscho

chop 'em Up.

Douglas and Zeta-Jones

Down the aisle.

Problems with Pipeline
To the Editor:
We, the undersigned, have had an
experience with the school network that,
to say the least, has been dissatisfying.
As we began to investigate aspects of our
network, we found many aspects that we
feel would be important for the members of the Fairfield community to be
aware of. Due to space constraints, these
many aspects will be listed and briefly
described.
Security and Ethical issues with
Campus Pipeline When you sign onto
Pipeline, they take a survey of our interests and advertise to us accordingly. The
first question that must be asked is
should a University sponsored email program contain a corporate advertising
campaign aimed directly at the students?
To whom is our information being sold?
Furthermore, we are required to sign
on using our social security number, a
login name that cannot be changed, and
is sensitive personal information. The
Campus Pipeline also has issues with security. While Fairl was a Department of
Defense approved secure DEC Alpha
computer, Campus Pipeline functions on
Unix, a notoriously hackable operating
system.
What makes this potential weakness
in security all the more disturbing is the
connection of Pipeline to the Banner
system, which contains much of our aca-

demic information. A successful hacker
would therefore have access if not to our
active file, at least our backup file, that
we ourselves can access through Pipeline. Personal security is also invaded
though.
Pipeline, as when an individual signs
on their IP number is sent to the main
server, which then has the ability to
probe your computer for information. It
is important to note that the majority of
the faculty voted against the use of Pipeline and that many still use their Fairl
accounts, a luxury of choice we were not
afforded. - connectivity and speed.
While many individuals in the Quad
had access since the beginning of the
year, it took until late September for individuals in the Village Complex to have
access, and people in the apartments
complain of no connection as recently
as the writing of this letter. When we go
online, however, we find a speed that is
drastically reduced from last year. While
our speed online languishes, the faculty
enjoys no loss of network bandwidth, a
situation that leads to the conclusion that
our connection has been reduced.
Whether this is the case or congestion
on the network is the problem, the fact
that remains is each of us pays for our
access through our tuition, as well as
through the purchase of expensive network kits.

The University likes to advertise that
it has a full fiber network that is also state
of the art. Fiber runs at the speed of light,
while our network construction affords
us a connection slower than a 56K
dialup.
If we pay for the service, we deserve
it to work properly, as the University
advertises. If the system isn't working
correctly, as this seems to be the case
currently, we deserve to be notified of
the complications, and for them to be
resolved in a timely manner. We should
also be refunded an amount equal to the
loss of connect time.- Firewalls for
Napster and Telecommunications. Anyone who has tried to access Napster has
found download speeds drastically
slower than the already reduced bandwidth on our network.
This is due to a firewall instituted to
keep members of the community off of
Napster. Anyone who has attempted to
use free phone services or netconferencing services such as Dialpad
or Microsoft Netmeeting has also found
that the firewall has made their use impossible. Use of America Online has also
been seriously limited as a result of this
firewall. We realize Napster is not a tool
for education, but web conference and
telephony, as well as streaming operations are becoming a fast and effective
manner for students and professionals to

communicate. By limiting its service, the
ability to be an effective student and
eventually an effective professional is
also limited.
Although we are required to sign an
end user agreement relegating all responsibility of our actions on the internet to
ourselves, the University has limited our
access. The University has NOT made
it clear in any form that it wishes students to avoid use of certain web services, and by unilaterally reducing bandwidth as well as maintaining a pipeline
to the internet that is approximately 0.3%
of the network's full potential it greatly
reduces our effectiveness as students to
gather and use information.
We don't believe that we are alone in
these experiences, and encourage anyone who shares them to send an email to
2_cpuclowski@fairl.fairfield.edu or to
send snail mail to box 2879 - with the
network as it is, snail mail is probably
the most reliable. We will keep you updated on further information we gather,
and together can work to remedy this
situation.
Sincerely,
Chad Puclowski, '02,Dominik Wiktor,
'02,Richard O'Connor, '02, John
Donovan, '02, John Hannigan, '03,
Joseph Delaney, '03, Allison Hauser,
'01, Kevin Young,'02
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One of Fairfield's finest
Joan Fitzsimmons opening at the Lukacs Gallery
By Jeanne Claus
STAFF WRITER

Joan
Fitzsimmons
Introduction to
Landscape
Through
November 9
Lukacs
Gallery
Loyola Hall
One of Fairfield's very own professors displayed her "Introduction to
Landscape" collection at the Lukacs
Gallery last week. The Opening Reception was held on October 17th,
where
photographer
Joan
Fitzsimmons revealed a collection of
very abstract photographs that revealed
parts of the human body
surrounded by nature.
"Landscape is a
genre of photography
that is relatively new to
me." It was just a little
over two years ago wheri
Fitzsimmons began to
participate in a group
exhibition that examined public parks. "The
Woods" was inspired by
her experience frequently being lost within
them.
The photographs are
hanging loosely on the
walls, layered one over
the other and not
framed. The artist described to a viewer that
it's "not about being a
perfect print." She has
worked with collaged
and cut negatives, selectively bleaching and toning the images.
"The Woods collection was an interior
space and response,"
said Fitzsimmons. "The
space was again large,
but constructed/constricted by a dense, linear weaving." All of the photographs
are a variety of shapes, sizes and colors.
One could perceive the art to be
extremely abstract and dark. When
observing the different pieces I looked

Joan Fitzsimmons, like in this piece, entails human parts in her landscape art.

Joan Fitzsimmons lends abstract art a hand in this piece.

at one with a human in the foreground
with massive mountains in the background. There are light and dark shadows that give a sense of pain and anguish.
The person covering his or her face
with their hands may have been doing

this because they did not want you to see
the expression on their face and what they
were feeling. In the photograph to the
right there is an ear on the side that may
represent the news they may have received that has caused them to hide their
face.

Just around the corner there is
an amazing series of seven photographs that are of different parts of
the woods. Some include the
branches of trees while two others
have concrete objects in them.
One of the more dominant photos has a brilliant white hand that
one might believe to be a Christmas bird perched ever so gently.
The emphasis of the pointed finger allows the viewer's imagination
to believe that something of importance could be in that direction.
Joan Fitzsimmons' art is a wonderful way for students, both artistic and non, to be able to look at
photography and be able to interpret it anyway that may allow their
imagination to feel. Everyone's
mind may examine the pieces differently, but whatever one may believe to be right could be the beginning of an interpretation that
could bring them closer to the
world of art.
The "Introduction to Landscape" will be in the Lukacs Gallery, (located in the basement of
Loyola Hall) until November 9th.
The Fitzsimmons exhibit is open
for all Fairfield University students
free of charge. So no matter what
the visit may be for, it could be a
very promising and worthwhile experience that will allow you to look at
something abstract and let your imagination run wild.
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Tenacious D rocks Irving Plaza
Underground band becomes headliner
By Sean Hayes
STAFF WRITER
"Now, we can't physically have sex
with all of you, but we will have sex with
many of you." After declaring this, Jack
Black launched into Tenacious D's finale
this past Friday at the CMJ Music Festival.
Spirits were high as the acoustic guitar duo performed to a sold out crowd at
Irving Plaza. This two-member band
composed of Black and Kyle Gates performed in the second to last spot at the
festival, but it was clear to everyone who
the true headliner was.
Known primarily for their brief stint
on HBO (cancelled after four episodes),
the band has no albums and tours primarily only in New York and L.A.. This
was no deterrent to the crowd, as almost
everyone sang along to every track.
The crowd did have to wait, however.
With the doors opening at 6:30 and the
show starting at 7:00, a slew of other
bands appeared before the D. Ranging
from the horrible to the surprisingly
good, two bands stood out. Russell
Simms was surprisingly low-key and entertaining with both a male and female
lead singer.
At the Drive In followed, playing a
set that was not only improperly balanced, but just poor. The most enter-

Interestingly
enough, all of
the band's songs
are this strange.
Topics range
from Sasquatch
to harvesting tomatoes, and the
band's personal
favorite, sex.
These
can
hardly be considered full of
artistic integrity,
yet they are still
entertaining.
While all of
the songs got the
crowd going,
the standout was
clearly their
newest, "Rock
Your
Socks
Off."
The
Rock your socks off: Kyle Gates and Jack Black
beauty about a
band this unintaining thing was the fact that the lead hibited and vulgar is that all their songs
singer and the lead guitarist look exactly continue to get either better, or funnier.
like Screech from TV's "Saved By the
While more of a musical comedyact
Bell."
than a rock band, the band still knows
Around 10:30, Tenacious D took the what they're doing. Black is a surprisstage to screams from the entire crowd. ingly good singer, (as was evident by
The band opened with "Tribute," a de- his performance of Marvin Gaye's
mon-rock parody that is the band's "Lets Get It On" in this past spring's
perpersonal "Stairway to Heaven."

The return of
the Rockell
Sophomore album gives 'Instant Pleasure'
By Joshua O'Connell
STAFF WRITER

Album:
Instant Pleasure
Artist: Rockell
Record Label:
Robbins Records
Grade: A+
Freestyle dance artists have traditionally had a short shelf life. Even the most
successful ones, like Lisa Lisa and Expose, only lasted a few years and faded
after a couple of hit albums.
So what do you do when your first
freestyle album was a hit and you want
to keep going? For Rockell, the solution is a little more variety, less voice
manipulation and the help of a couple of
key producers.
Rockell's second album is called "Instant Pleasure," and from the first listen
you'll determine that this is exactly what

you'll get from this album. The CD is
full of great beats and wonderful singing.
Most of all, it is an impossibly perfect
extension of Rockell's first CD, "What
Are You Lookin' At?" While Rockell's
first CD heavily leaned on freestyle,
"Pleasure" shows her playing with more
mainstream dance sounds on some tracks
while going with the tried and true
freestyle on others. Add a couple of strong
ballads, and "Pleasure" is complete.
The CD includes a little of everything,
which means that something should strike,
and in a big way. There are a couple of
great freestyle tracks, led by the impressive track "Tears." In the mainstream
dance category, "The Dance" is an obvious winner. This song is a remake of the
Garth Brooks classic and was produced
by hugely successful producer Hex Hector. It is a killer combination when combined with Rockell's impressive vocals on
the track.
For an R&B slant without all that
Destiny's Child feel, try the classic-sounding "If You Don't See," a female empowerment song that has the strength that the
female claims to have but with a sound

"High Fidelity"), and Gates can play the
guitar extremely well. When Black starts
scatting near the end of "Cosmic Shame,"
one could easily pass them off as fleetingly funny, but strangely, the D kind of
rocks.
The most refreshing thing about the
concert was the huge fan support. With
no albums, their popularity can be credited largely to MP3s on Napster and fan
sites. With so much rhetoric being
thrown about concerning copyright violations, this band is testament to the good
side of file sharing. While it might seem
pompously noble, Tenacious D is not
playing for money. They play to entertain.
And entertain they surely do. The finale, "Sex Supreme," was met with great
cheers as Black began to hit on every female close to the stage. Ironically, when
the song ended, so did the festival. Practically two-thirds of the crowd cleared
out. The final band, Granddaddy, walked
out to a room that was hardly "sold-out."
This helps detail the irony that is Tenacious D: two large men who perform
"rock" songs in sweat pants while chugging Heineken. They have no albums,
no videos, but a mentality that rock and
roll will never die, and if it is on its last
legs, the D will revive it. If Tenacious D
continues to entertain this much though,
let rock die, and let Jack Black and Kyle
Gates play on.

Europe
ON

I

Sale!
5 DAYS ONLY
Purchase Between
October 24 - 28
All Major European Destinations
London Milan Paris Amsterdam Dublin Frankfurt Brussels
Lisbon Madrid Rome Glasgow Manchester Birmingham
Dusseldorf Shannon Zurich Tel Aviv Barcelona Malaga
Santiago de Compostella Alicante Bilbao Palma de Majorca

stiM universe i

IT'S YOUR WORLD. EXPLORE IT

800.272.9676

studentuniverse.com
See "Rockell" pg. 17
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'Forward doesn't 'pay' off
Oscczr~ bvtz,z, fczlls fLcit
By Sean Hayes
STAFF WRITER

Film:
Pay It Forward
Starring: Kevin
Spacey, Helen
Hunt, Haley Joel
Osment
Director:
Mimi Leder
Grade: CThe chain letter is the Pandora's
box of the Postal Service and e-mail.
The recipient of one always knows
something cliched or time consuming
awaits within, but you still have to
read it. "Pay It Forward" takes this
chain letter idea and applies it to good
old-fashioned altruism.
Like a letter, the movie begs to be
seen. Kevin Spacey, Helen Hunt and
Haley Joel Osment give the movie Oscar buzz and cachet. The plot is in-

Osment tries to save the world.

triguing. Does it work?
No. "Pay It Forward" is a movie
that tries and tries again to pull at
your heartstrings. Rather than truly
exploring this novel idea, the movie
pulls out all the stops. We have alcoholic mothers and daughters, abusive fathers, heroin-addicted sympathies, a woman working two jobs, a
scarred teacher, a picked on boy and
a candlelight vigil. The list and the
movie do not stop there.
Trevor (Osment) is wise beyond
his seventh grader years. This wisdom is made apparent by his disdain
for metal detectors and bullies, and
his knowledge of kicking alcoholism
that would rival most AA sponsors.
His new social studies teacher, Eugene Simonet (Spacey), enlists the
class on the first day to come up with
a way to change the world. Obviously, "paying it forward" follows.
Not only is the movie annoying
in its doe-eyed approach to the kindness of man, it is also confusing. The
movie actually starts four months after Trevor receives the assignment.
A freelance reporter (Jay Mohr)
is given a new car after his is totaled.
The movie then jumps between
Mohr's quest to uncover the origins
of this story and Trevor's attempts to
put it into effect. The editing is inconsistent. It becomes nearly impossible to tell what is in the past, and
what is in the present. Consistency
is apparently not what the filmmakers were going for though.
Trevor chooses a homeless man,
his bullied friend and Mr. Simonet
to put his plan into effect. The first
two are forgotten quickly while the
latter concerns Mr. Simonet's courting of Trevor's mom (Hunt).
Of course, it cannot be that easy.
Mr. Simonet is scarred, and you know
it cannot only be on the outside. They
love each other, and they hate each
other. This might seem intriguing if
the movie made any attempt to ever

Hunt imagines being in a different film after this negative review.

put the outcome of the relationship in
doubt.
If there is a saving grace, it's that
the performances are fairly good.
Spacey is on cruise-control, playing
yet another sardonic individual while
Hunt turns in a variation of her role
in "As Good As It Gets" (this time
with booze). Hunt does a good job
with what is nothing more than an al-

Spacey and Osment learn a lesson.

coholic stereotype.
Spacey's role, on the other hand,
could have been great. However, the
viewer knows that the revelation of
his scars will be his big scene in the
third act. It's a tried and true annoyance of a character arc.
The real winner is Osment. I am

by no means a fan, and personally disliked "The Sixth Sense," but here
Osment proves his worth. He does, at
least for now, have some great acting
skills.
This movie could have been good.
The links between people "paying it
forward" are the movie's bright spots,
but they never really turn all that interesting. They are there for nothing
more than eventually getting
Mohr to Las Vegas, so that the
disillusioned Osment can finally
know that the world is good at
heart.
Director Mimi Leder's previous directing effort, "Deep Impact," was marred by an over
sentimental nature. This movie
is destroyed by it. If the movie
had ended two and a half minutes earlier, it might have been
able to squeak out a B. Instead,
the film rips off "Field of
Dreams" in what has to be the
cheesiest ending committed to celluloid this year.
So, commit this to the junk
mail pile, and pay no heed. It might
actually be better to do some charity
work than watch a two-hour film that
tries to make you cry about it. In the
end, if you do decide to "Pay it Forward," make sure you get a receipt.

New CD singles
Backstreet BoysThe Shape of My
Heart
Dido- Thank You
Eminem- Stan
Samantha
Mumba- Gotta Tell
You
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Rockell goes natural
continued from pg. 14
refreshing to both Rockell and R&B listeners alike.
Finally, for those who enjoy a slower
ballad, Rockell hammers it home with
the ease of a career singer on songs like
"Are You Ready For My Love."
The surprise isn't the range of the
tracks, however, but the range of the
voice behind them. Rockell proved she
could sing on her first disc, but the first
CD was full of voice manipulation traditionally found in freestyle music.
With the second CD, that was eliminated on.many tracks, allowing her voice
to shine, pure and true. The result of this
is hearing Rockell's voice in a natural
form, and boy does it surprise. She sings
with soul quality that mirrors some of
the most veteran singers, and the range
of her voice proves to be much wider
than her first CD allowed her to display.
Rockell was born Rachel Alexandra
Mercaldo on March 4, 1977, on Long
Island, NY. She was discovered a few
years back performing to a recording of
the Roberta Flack song "Killing Me
Softly With His Song." She recorded a
demo of the first song written for her
within a week, "I Fell in Love" (which

later became her first
single) - the demo of
which earned her an immediate record deal.
Signed to Robbins
Records, her debut album, "What Are You
Lookin' At," was released in 1998. That album spawned four regional freestyle hits, including "Can't We Try,"
a remake of the classic
duet in which she
partnered with freestyle
artist Collage, and "In a
Dream," her biggest hit
to date.
With the new album,
a lot of growth is shown,
and it displays the different sides of Rockell's
musical capability even
more. Dance music can
be hit or miss, and so can
a sophomore album, but
Rockell has proven both
worries to be unfounded.
This is one of the best
dance albums of the
year, performed by a talented musician.

Rockell looking flambuoyant on the cover of her new album.
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Volleyball owns the MAAC
Freshman Kelly Sorensen named MAAC player of the week
By Justin S. Murphy
STAFF WRITER
An undefeated October has helped
the Fairfield women's volleyball team
improve their record to 5-0 in the MAAC
and 16-5 overall.
With wins over Marist, Siena, Iona,
Manhattan, and St. Peter's, the Stags
continued their MAAC dominace, and
haven't dropped a conference game in
their last 40. Before their games, Manhattan and St. Peter's were tied with Fairfield for first place in the MAAC, but
with two big wins, the Stags now won
sole possession of first place.
In five out of the past six matches,
the Stags have swept their opponents in
three straight sets of play. Sophomore
Conny Paul has been named MAAC
Player of the Week twice in October for
her stellar play.
Rookie sensation Kelly Sorensen received MAAC Player of the Week her-

self this week, for her Triple-Double play
against Manhattan.
The 5-foot-9 freshmen setter had the
first triple-double of her college career
against Manhattan, recording 49 assists
in the match and dishing out 88 assists
in the last two games. Sorensen hit .632
percent on the week, with 13 kills in just
19 attempts.
The freshmen is currently leading the
Stags with 772 assists and is hitting .243
percent for the year.
The team continues to forge on with
victories as they tear apart the MAAC
opponents, making their way closer and
closer to the MAAC Championships,
and possibly to the NCAA Tournament.
The most recent accomplishment of
the fierce team, was a victory over St.
Peter's when the team recorded a .535
hitting percentage and added 53 kills to
the team statistics.
21 of those kills came from Joanne
Saundets who continues to play with

emotion, leadership, and excellent ability.
The lone senior and captain of the
squad Corinne Carlson hit .667 in the
match and Paul hit .600 and had 13 kills.
Sorensen recorded 39 assists and two
kills. The Stags together had 11 service
aces in the match.
The team will close out their
five-match home stand on Wednesday,
October 25 when they host Stony Brook
at Alumni Hall.

Business

"The Yanks are going to win," said
Penny Crone of Fox 5 News, "What a
job! I'm getting paid to watch the Bombers win!" As I chatted with Ms.Crone
about news, journalism and of course,
Yankees baseball, I knew I had it made.
It was a historic night, and I was lucky
enough to be there for it.
For those of us who are die hard
Yanks fans, going to the World Series is
a dream come true; for me it's a part of
life. I know, I know, some of you may
hate me for it, but as we all know,
"There's no place like home."
Yankees baseball is second nature to
me. Ironically, my first MLB game was
a Yankees\Mets game at Shea Stadium
when I was 4 years old. Ever since then
I have been hooked. I am proud to be a
Yankees fan, even though it means being the victim of resentful stares from
other Fairfield Yanks fans. Many of the
guys around campus feel that, as a female, I am undeserving of World Series
seats. "Are you kidding, you're going?"
"You were there?" "That's not fair!"
Sorry guys, I have been going for years.
Nothing beats the Bronx; and when
you tie in a little cross-town rivalry and
throw in a World Championship, it just
doesn't get any better. Saturday's Game
was the first "Sub-Series" in over forty
years and was a night to end all nights.
The boys from the Bronx came through,
as they always do, to take the Mets down
in the bottom of the 12th. The longest
running World Series game in history
clocked in at just over four and half
hours.
"Only in New York" can you experience the tremendous feelings of exhilaration, anticipation, and victory shared
by 65,000 other die-hard fans. The house
that Babe built was shaking under my
feet as I watched the Bombers clinch
game one of the most anticipated series
of the century.
"Not in our house - go Yanks" was
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Don't like Kristyn's
opinion?
Don't like the
Yankees?
Want to recap your night at
the stadium?
Send your letter to the
Mirror and let us hear what
you have to say.
If you're a Red Sox fan,
you can write in and
complain if you'd like.
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MASTER'S:

Teaching

the sign that fluttered in the section to
my left. God, were they right! The boys
pulled through, like always. For the benefit of you Mets fans out there: the Mets
put up a good fight, but not good enough.
As I stood for the national anthem,
sang by native New Yorker Billy Joel,
my eyes began to tear. It hit me. I was
there!
The Mets put up a good fight, but it
wasn't enough to take down the Bombers. After a six inning scoreless duel, the
Yanks broke out with a two-run double
powered by David Justice. Justice has
been on fire since his three-run homer
to take the pennant from Seattle. But the
Mets weren't ready to go home yet. They
pulled up in the 7th with three runs. What
a night!
The man of the hour was surely,
former Met, Jose Vizcaino who delivered the game-winning run in the bottom of the 12th. Game One was the 13th
consecutive World Series win for the
Boys from the Bronx.
"Calm down, we still have three more
to win" said my mother, who joined my
father and I for her first World Series
game. I know our "three-peat" is right
around the corner. But until then it's,
"root, root, root for the Yankees!"
There's nothing like the Boys, the Bronx
and the World Series.

October 27, @ Loyola
October 28, @ Rider
November 2, vs Princeton
November 4, vs Canisius
November 5, Niagra

Communications
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A Yanks fan reflects on a
magic night in the Bronx
By Kristyn Rosen
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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Fifteen
and
counting
Stags surge to No. 15 in the national men's soccer poll
By Colin Davis
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
Think of everything that has happened since September 19th. The Red
Sox were still in the pennant race. The
Yankees were in a slump, not the World
Series. The Olympics were on, though
nobody was watching. Many things have
happened since September 19th. But
there is one thing that hasn't:
Fairfield University's men's soccer team
has not lost.
With an undefeated streak spanning
10 games, an 8-0-2 record in those
games, a tie against a No. 8 ranked national power, and a full month of zeroes
in the loss column, our own Fairfield
Stags have surged to No. 15 in the national poll.
This is amazing considering the sizes
of the other schools on this list. This is
no doubt a credit to head coach Carl
Rees, and the undying passion of his
boys in red and white.
i
This week was another productive
one for the Stags, and it started with a
drubbing of Canisius. Riding the wave
of a 1-0 victory over Brown, where
Patrick Wiseman's first collegiate career
goal gave the Stags a 1-0 victory, and
with Roger Noll recording a shut-out, the
Stags dominated Canisius.
The score was 3-0, as Rob DeFaveri
tallied the first two goals, one assisted
by Greg Williams. Bryan Harkin tallied
late in the first half from Marco Ceresa,
and that was all Roger Noll needed to
record another shut-out VictCiCy.*

In the Stags next game, Noll was able
to record his third straight shut-out
against Niagara. Fairfield won on a Rob
DeFaveri goal, off of a Dave Mancini
cross.
The goal was all that Noll needed, as
he recorded his seventh shut-out of the
season, and the tenth of his career. Noll
is only a junior and he has another season to add to that tally.
The Stags then followed this win with
a comeback victory over Harvard
University. The Stags fell behind in the
first half 1-0, but Noll was able to keep
the Stags in the game, despite getting
outshot 10-3 in the half. Noll made four
first half saves, and five overall.
In the 74th minute of play, the Stags
finally got on the board as Ryan Miosek
headed a Dave Mancini cross into the
upper right corner to equalize the game
at one.
With under ten minutes remaining,
newly crowned MAAC player of the
week Rob DeFaveri scored the gamewinner on a pass from Adam Braz. Noll
made the DeFaveri goal stand up in the
final minutes, and the Stags were victorious, their 10th straight game without a
loss, 2-1.
The MAAC tournament is now very
much in sight for the Stags, and the
. NCAA tournament looms behind it.
Don't put it past our Stags to shock
everybody and take down another national power. Just ask No. 8 ranked Virginia who could only tie the Stags earlier this month.
Photo: Sports Info
Sophomore Justin Thompson and the Stags haven't lost since September 19th.

Playoff bound Stags to meet Marist
By Ethan Fry
STAFF WRITER

photo: Sports Info
Senior Gina Pantuosco and the Stags face Marist in the first round of the MAAC Tournament.

The Fairfield University women's
soccer team ended their regular season
on a spectacular run, winning six straight
games to clinch a berth in the MAAC
championship tournament. During this
run, they scored twenty goals and conceded only four.
Fairfield ended the season with a
7-9-2 overall record. However, in conference games, the Stags went 6-1-0,
with the only blemish a 1-0 defeat away
at Loyola. In addition, Junior midfielder
Pamela Cluff earned the MAAC
Women's Soccer Player of the Week
award; in three games, Cluff tallied four
goals and an assist.
The MAAC tournament will be held
here at Fairfield on October 27 and 29.
The four teams involved are Loyola,
Fairfield, Marist, and Iona. Loyola, the
top seed, will take on Iona, the fourth
seed, to begin the tournament on October 27 at 3:30 P.M. Fairfield, ranked
second, will then face Marist, the third
seed, at 6:00 P.M.
The winners of these semifinal
matches will play each other on October 29.
Fairfield will be looking to avenge
their loss to Loyola earlier in the season, and they will have their work cut
out for them. Loyola had a perfect conference record this year, and did not concede a goal all year in conference play.
Fairfield, however, has won three
straight MAAC titles, and will not easily relinquish their crown. Fairfield won

last year's MAAC title by taking Loyola
through overtime and then out-shooting
them in the penalty kick round.
Fairfield's winning streak started after two tough away defeats to Boston
University and Loyola, 3-1 and 1-0, respectively. On October 9, they faced
Rider in a tough match which ended up
being decided in extra time. In the dying moments of the first overtime period,
midfielder Pamela Cluff scored to give
the Stags the win. Lauren Bishar supplied the assist, her second of the season.
The Stags returned home four days
later to face conference doormat
Canisius. Fairfield's offense ran rampant in the match, tallying six goals
against the hapless Griffs defense in a
6-0 win.
Fairfield played Niagara at home two
days later, winning 5-1. The Stags began the scoring in the 22nd minute when
Michaels converted on a Delia Corna
assist. Niagara equalized six minutes
later, but Fairfield soon regained the lead
for good when Lindsey Pulito scored
from a Julieanne Forman pass. Anne
Lyons was impressive in goal for Fairfield, making nine saves.
Fairfield's last opponent of the regular season was their first opponent of the
postseason: Marist.. In a MAAC semifinal preview, the Stags defeated the Red
Foxes 2-0, with Pantuosco and Cluff
scoring goals in the contest. Goalkeeper
Dana Comuniello made six saves in the
match and recorded her second consecutive shutout.
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The tennis courts will need a new home when the University breaks
ground on the construction of its 'Grand Boulevard' and begins ...

Tearin
By Kristyn Rosen
CONTRffiiraNGWRTTER

The fate ofthe tennis courts has been
a hot topic on campus for several weeks
now. Will they be moved? Will additional courts be constructed? When will
this construction take place?
Eugene Doris, Fairfield University's
Athletic Director, said that the fete of the
tennis courts is not yet certain.
"Yes, the tennis courts will be relocated," Doris said. "The question of
when all depends on funding."
The issue ofthe relocation arose with
the discussion of a "Grand Boulevard,"
which would extend from the main entrance offof North Benson Road, past
Alumni Hall and continuing all the way
to the new Barone Campus Center. This
plan would involve demolition and relocation ofthe existing tennis courts.
The idea behind the "Grand Boulevard" is to make a two-lane road running directly to the new campus center,
which is still under construction. This
road is projected to have a turn around
where visitors will have access to a
visitor's center and additional parking.
However, this leg ofthe construction is
left to allotmenisbroughtin by the Capital Campaign, Eairfield's comprehensive
fund-raising effort to strengthen the
finacial standing ofthe university.
The projected new home of the tennis courts will be on the field across from
Loyola and Campion Halls. Tennis
courts construction could be started as
early as 2001, but no dates have been
set at this time.
Michael E. Cusato, Associate Direc-

the courts

The tennis courts,nowlocatedmfronto€AlumniHalL maybe relocated to the field in front ofCampion next year.
tor ofCampus Planningand Design, said
that the tennis court project is part of the
later reconstruction of the campus.
"The construction process, including
the 'Grand Boulevard' is part of a ten
year plan which began in 1995-96,"
Cusato said. "It is in progress. There
are many goals. However, completion
all depends on funding."

Freshmen tennis player Annie
Mullowney was shocked to hear the
news about the relocation ofthe courts
she plays on.
"I was never informed that the tennis
courts were eventually being relocated,"
Mullowney said. "I don't think any of
my other teammates were informed; we
really know nothing about the situation."

Tennis coach Ben Johnson could not
be reached for comment.
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Subway
A Fairfield
student reflects
on a twelve inning night in
the Bronx.
Inside Sports
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The Mets and Yankees at the pre-game ceremonies prior to game one on Saturday.

